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Executive Summary 
This project aims to divert plastic waste and recycle it into building materials. The end 

product is lightweight, cost effective, and durable while still being an effective thermal insulator. 

The process designed in this report can create building materials from waste plastics that can be 

utilized to build homes for low-income communities and victims of natural disasters. During the 

duration of this project, creating a prototype and finalizing an end product preceded the design of 

the process. The prototyping phase consisted of collecting three types of plastics, type 1 (PETE), 

type 2 (HDPE), and type 5 (PP). The plastics were then agitated with soap and water to get a 

clean material, air dried, and tested using two different heat sources, an iron and convection 

toaster oven. Four different experimental setups utilizing these two different heat sources were 

conducted. Inside these two sources, temperature and pressure were tracked and noted per 

experiment. Using the experimental results, a process was designed. 

Many conclusions were drawn from the results of this design. Based on the prototyping 

done by the team, it was determined that a mass ratio of 1:2:1 of PETE, HDPE, and PP plastics 

was ideal for forming a brick. It was also concluded that the ideal size for these bricks was 6” x 

12” x 3.75”. This allows for a large enough volume to reduce the amount of bricks required to 

construct a strong structure but is not so large that it is extremely heavy. There are square 

protrusions of 3.85” x 3.85” x 1.07” on the top and indentations on the bottom of the brick of the 

same dimensions. These protrusions and indentations allow for bricks to interlock and easily 

snap together to form walls and corners. A semi-batch process proved to be the best way to 

operate a plant for this process, which sorts, cleans, and shreds the plastic before forming the end 

product. The process proved to be economically feasible with an annual profit of over $600,000.  

There is still some uncertainty in the end product design. This is due mostly to a halt in 

prototyping due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, the process design is based off of what 

the team was able to accomplish prior to the pandemic. There are three major assumptions in the 

design of this process. First, it is assumed that there is a market for our product stemming from 

an increased frequency of natural disasters. The second assumption is that the plant is able to 

obtain the used plastics for the process for free which would likely come from a local recycling 

center. Finally, an assumption that there is enough plastic and market to warrant running the 
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plant continuously as a semi-batch process. Another major uncertainty lies with how much of 

each compound is released in the vapor fumes and further testing for this parameter is highly 

recommended. However, this project can be economically feasible given the current run 

conditions and assumptions. It is recommended that this process move forward after further 

prototyping is done and more is understood about the compounds present in fumes. 
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SECTION 1: Introduction and Background 

1.1 Overall Goal 

The overall goal of this project was to design a system that creates building materials 

from recycled plastic that is consumer friendly and can be used to build shelters for low-income 

communities and victims of natural disasters. The project goals include both core and stretch 

goals. Prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, the team’s core goals involved creating a brick or panel 

prototype, testing the parameters of the process via creating a prototype (ie. temperature and 

pressure), testing physical properties such as density, strength, and strain. Stretch goals included 

making enough bricks to build a small wall with interlocking capabilities and ensuring that the 

process was a closed loop recycling process. Post COVID-19, the team’s goals were to design a 

plant process around creating these bricks and to build a schematic of a finished brick utilizing 

the results that were obtained during prior prototyping experiments. The plant was designed to 

produce 2,880 bricks per day that are 100% plastic.  

 

1.2 Current Market Information 

The bricks produced by this process will be used to build temporary shelters for 

low-income communities and victims of natural disasters. The demand for a process such as this 

comes from an increase in natural disasters as a result of climate change. Due to their 

interlocking mechanism, these bricks will be shipped to the location where they are needed, and 

the people living there can assemble homes without a skilled mason or concrete.  

In recent years, people have begun working to use waste plastic in the environment to 

build low-cost homes in areas with high poverty rates or recent natural disasters. One such 

example is a group of MIT students who mixed plastic in with cement to make concrete bricks 

(Chu, 2017). The students found that by substituting about 1.5% of concrete with irradiated 

PETE, the structural integrity greatly increased, and would in turn decrease the carbon emissions 

from used plastics. Another example involved a company called Conceptos Plásticos (Plastic 

Concepts) that was formed in 2011 with the goal of building homes from used plastics in 

Colombia. Using an extrusion process, they found that they could build a 40 square-meter home 

in 5 days with 4 people for a cost of $6,800 (Valencia, 2017). A different company called 
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Recycle Rebuild also intends to produce 100% plastic bricks via extrusion molding. Their newly 

formed design has an interlocking structure that allows for easy construction of corners 

(“Recycle Rebuild”). This Scottish charity has yet to determine how they will be utilizing this 

process on a practical scale. Overall, the market is new and underdeveloped; this allows 

opportunity for new companies and concepts to enter the market.  

The motivation for this project grew out of an increasing quantity of plastic ending up in 

the environment that have a very long life span. It is estimated that there are 300 million metric 

tons of plastic generated annually, and of this amount, only around 7 percent of it is recycled - 

the rest is incinerated or remains in the landfill (Awoyera, 2020). A study from 1996 on 

municipal solid waste found high quantities of a variety of different plastic types including 

PETE, HDPE, and PP. For these types of plastic, it was found that there were 1,700,000 tonnes 

of PETE, 4,120,000 tonnes or HDPE, and 2,580,000 tonnes of PP in municipal solid waste 

(Subramanian, 2000); these values are likely even higher today. Due to these high quantities of 

plastic that are not recycled, there is a need to find a more environmentally friendly process to 

reuse plastics. As a result, research on the use of plastics as building materials is underway due 

to their high sorting and reprocessing potential (Awoyera, 2020). Additionally, plastic takes a 

very long time to degrade in the environment, making it an ideal material for home construction.  

 

1.3 Project Premises and Assumptions 

The original inspiration for the design of this process came from a video by a company 

named ByFusion. The video shows short clips of the brick making process, which utilizes only 

steam and pressure, and how they assemble bricks into homes (ByFusion). Bricks have circular 

interlocking systems as well as small holes through them to ensure that the bricks are lining up 

properly before locking together. The bricks are marketed as being environmentally friendly, and 

have no added fillers, adhesives or chemicals (ByFusion). The process they designed is 

completely portable to wherever it is needed. Bricks were originally used to build homes for 

low-income communities in Hawaii.  

For the design of this system, various assumptions were made. First, it was assumed that 

there was a market for the resulting product given the increased frequency of natural disasters. 
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This assumption was based on a study that concluded that 43% of U.S. homes and condos are at 

high risk of natural disasters (Hill, 2015). Additionally, another study found that there were three 

times as many disasters between 2000 and 2009 as there were in the 1980s (Hill, 2015). The 

second assumption was that the team would be able to obtain the used plastics for this process 

for free which would likely come from local recycling centers or community drop-off sites. This 

assumption was encouraged by the U.S. no longer being able to ship recycling to China in 2018, 

and more recycling being thrown in the trash as a result. The third assumption was that there 

would be enough plastic and market to warrant running the plant continuously as a semi-batch 

process. The final assumption for this project was that the amount of hazardous vapors coming 

off of the fusing plastics coming out of the fume hood would be negligible in comparison to the 

mass of the brick being produced.  

 

SECTION 2: Brick Prototyping 

2.1 Experimentation 

In order to create a brick prototype, many testing sessions were conducted. During these 

sessions, the team would meet and test different plastics, mainly PETE, HDPE, and PP, 

improving on previous meeting findings. The team iterated between four different experimental 

setups. In the first experimental set up, a clothing iron was used as a heat source through a 

baking sheet, that would provide even heating to a variety of plastics, and a towel (Figure D1). 

For the second experimental setup, the tested plastics were cut into pieces and then were 

wrapped in aluminum foil to achieve more efficient heat transfer (Figure D2). For a few of the 

tests using this setup, a heavy rock was used to apply pressure to the plastic even after it was 

heated (Figure D3). In the third experimental setup, a pressure cooker was used in an attempt to 

achieve a greater pressure and enhance the fusing of plastic (Figure D4). In the final 

experimental setup, a toaster oven was utilized to easily manipulate the temperature and to 

achieve even heating (Figure D5). The oven was used in combination with small bread pans that 

acted as a preliminary mold to help the plastic form into a brick shape. Additionally, pressure 

was applied to the top of the plastics via stacking of the small bread pans and filling the top one 
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with rocks to add extra weight. The bread pan with rocks in it was preheated to ensure that there 

was less of a temperature gradient within the plastics.  

 

2.2 Clothing Iron 

The first two experimental setups included using a Black and Decker clothing iron, and 

either a towel or foil to keep the plastics from making direct contact with the iron. It was 

estimated that the clothing iron could reach a temperature of 230 °C. 

The first test involved heating four different types of plastic including 1, 2, 5 and 7 to get 

an idea of how these plastics would behave under pressure. No alterations were made to these 

cups, bottles or containers. A towel was draped over them, a metal baking sheet was placed on 

top, and then the iron was used to heat the baking sheet. It was observed that type 7 melted the 

fastest followed by PETE and HDPE. The PP plastic had no visible changes. The team 

concluded that the heat transfer to the plastic was not high enough, and different techniques 

needed to be used. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure D6.  

The next four experiments were performed on PETE that was wrapped in a towel and 

heated via the clothing iron (no baking sheet present). For all tests, plastics were cut into small 

squares. For the first three tests, curling and an increase in strength was observed; however, the 

pieces did not melt or fuse together. The last test showed a mild amount of sticking between the 

plastic pieces, but these easily broke apart. The results of these four experiments are shown in 

Figures D7 through D10.  

The next set of experiments continued using the clothing iron, but switched from a towel 

to aluminum foil. The first experiment was conducted on a crushed cup made of PP. It was found 

that the cup did not melt or fuse. The team concluded that this type of plastic may require a 

greater temperature to fuse or melt. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure D11. 

After testing PP, the team moved on to HDPE, and conducted four tests with this method. The 

first test involved cutting the plastic into strips and stacked a few of them on top of each other 

before being wrapped in aluminum foil. After 10 minutes of heating, the plastic had mostly 

melted and fused together, but the middle strips did not melt. As a result of these findings, the 

team opted to cut holes in the plastic to allow for greater heat transfer. For the next test, the team 
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cut slits in all tested plastic squares, and laid them adjacent to one another in small stacks. After 

10 minutes of heating, a more even melting/fusing of plastic was observed. In the next 

experiment, the plastics were again cut into strips and had slits cut in them, but were also stacked 

in a greater quantity than before (~7 pieces). Once 10 minutes of heating was complete, the 

plastics had again fully melted and fused together. It was also observed for this experiment that 

the plastic was moldable while still hot. For the final test of HDPE plastic with this method, a 

greater number of pieces of plastic with slits were stacked and heated (~25 pieces). Heat was 

applied for 5 minutes on each side, and was allowed to cool under pressure via a heavy rock 

shown in Figure D3. This team concluded that the thicker stack of HDPE did not melt all the 

way through despite slits being present due to the volume of plastic present. It was also observed 

that the process would need heat and pressure from every angle rather than just from one. The 

results of the testing of HDPE are shown in Figures D12 through D15.  

The final test utilizing a clothing iron was performed on PETE to conclude that it would 

not fuse or melt. This hypothesis was confirmed after heating the plastics. The results of this 

experiment are shown in Figure D16.  

 

Table 1: Summary of performed experiments using a clothing iron with reference figures 

Plastic Type Shape Results/Observations Figure  Setup 

1 Unaltered 2nd fastest melting observed 

D6 
 

towel, iron 

2 Unaltered Need more heat and pressure, higher density than 1 

5 Unaltered Need more heat and pressure 

7 Unaltered Fastest melting observed 

1 Strips Curling, became less malleable D7 

towel, iron 
1 Small squares Curling together, became less malleable D8 

1 Small squares Curling together, became less malleable D9 

1 Small squares Became more transparent, weak sticking D10 

5 Unaltered 

10 min heating, melting mostly on top, need more direct 

heat from all sides 

D11 
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2 Strips fusing! top layer heated the most D12  

foil, iron 

2 

Adjacent strips 

with slits 10 min heating, all fused together 
D13 

2 

Thick stack 

squares with slits 10 min, hotter than last time, fuse, moldable 
D14 

2 

Even thicker 

stack squares 

with slits 

5 min each side, 10 total, thicker model, allowed to cool 

under pressure before unwrapping, middle not quite 

fused 

D15 

1 

Squares, half 

with slits Curling, but still no sticking or fusing 
D16 

 

2.3 Pressure Cooker 

For the next experiment, the team decided to utilize an Instant Pot pressure cooker in an 

attempt to achieve a greater pressure during heating. HDPE was cut into strips and placed in a tin 

with aluminum foil, which floated in water. The Instant Pot was set to its highest temperature 

and pressure settings, and once adequate settings had been reached, it was allowed to sit for 10 

minutes. Once time was up, the HDPE showed no signs of fusing or melting as shown in Figure 

D17. Additionally, due to the fact that this process took significantly longer than other testing 

methods, it was ruled out as a viable option.  

 

2.4 Toaster Oven With and Without Bread Pans (as Mold) 

Utilizing the fourth experimental setup, a Black and Decker toaster oven (model number 

TO1760SS) set to 450 °F was used to fuse plastics wrapped in aluminum foil, then with a bread 

pan as a preliminary mold, and finally with a bread pan and rocks to add pressure. Two 

experiments were conducted using the toaster oven without a mold. The first one involved only 

HDPE with slits stacked 32 layers high wrapped in aluminum foil for a total of 10 minutes in the 

already preheated oven. A heavy rock was placed on top of the plastic to apply pressure during 

cooling similar to that in Figure D3. After heating, the plastic had become very strong and fused 

very well. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure D18. After the team's success with 
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the toaster oven and HDPE, the following experiment included the addition of PETE and PP. A 

mixture of these plastics was dispersed on a tray and wrapped in aluminum foil. The tray was 

placed in an already preheated oven for 20 minutes before being removed and having a heavy 

rock placed on top. It was observed that HDPE melted, acting like a glue that held PETE and PP 

together in a cohesive sheet. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure D19.  

For the final three experiments, the team used a bread pan mold to help the plastics form 

a brick shape. The first of these experiments involved a mixture of plastic including PETE, 

HDPE, and PP. These were cut into plastic chips in an attempt to produce better fusing. The pan 

was placed in a preheated oven for 10 minutes, and then was allowed to cool in the pan. From 

this experiment it was determined that a lack of pressure in the downward direction allows for 

the plastics to curl and gaps are formed in the resulting brick. The results of this experiment are 

shown in Figure D20. The second experiment was performed in the same manner as the previous 

one, but this time with only HDPE. From this experiment, the lack of pressure in the downward 

direction still allowed for gaps in between the pieces. Additionally, HDPE can hold together with 

minimal points of contact. This encouraged the use of HDPE to be utilized in a greater quantity 

than PETE and PP. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure D21. The final experiment 

with the toaster oven utilized PETE, HDPE, and PP as well as downward pressure during 

heating. One of the bread pans was filled with rocks and preheated in the oven. This pan was 

stacked on top of the plastic-filled pan to provide pressure during heating. The pan was heated in 

an attempt to minimize the temperature gradient within the mixed plastics. The plastics were 

placed in the oven with the heated rocks on top for 15 minutes and 10 minutes without. The 

plastics were allowed to cool in the pan without additional pressure. The team concluded that 

with the added pressure during heating, there was a decrease in gaps and curling present in the 

resulting brick. The resulting brick is shown in Figure D22.  

 
Table 2: Summary of performed experiments using a toaster oven with and without a mold with 

reference figures 
Type of 

Plastic Shape Time Experimental Setup Observations Figure 

2 

Strips, 32 

layers 10 mins 

Rock on top for pressure during 

cooling, wrapped in foil for 

Plastics fused well, very 

strong 
D18 
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heating 

1 2 5 

Layered 

Strips 20 mins 

Assorted plastics are dispersed on 

a tray, wrapped in aluminum foil, 

rock applied during cooling 

Type 2 melted to types 1 

and 5, type 1 still hard 

and brittle 

D19 

1 2 5 

Mixture of 

plastic chips 10 mins 

In bread pan for shape, cooling in 

pan 

No Pressure causes 

curling and gaps in 

between plastics 

D20 

2 Plastic chips 10 mins 

In bread pan for shape, cooling in 

pan 

No Pressure causes 

curling and gaps in 

between plastics 

D21 

1 2 5 

Mixture of 

plastic chips 

15 mins, w/ 

rock for 

pressure, 10 

min w/o 

In bread pan for shape, cooling in 

pan, other bread pan with rocks 

used for pressure, rocks were 

preheated 

With added pressure, 

minimal curling and gaps 

were present 

D22 

 

SECTION 3: Process Description, Schematics, Rationale, and 

Optimization 

3.1 Overall Process Description 

The process flow diagram (as shown in Figure 1) was designed and organized with the 

goal in mind to take plastic waste from waste collection sites, recycling bins, landfills, and local 

recycling centers to transform this plastic into a durable material. The process focuses on 

recycling three different types of plastic: PETE, HDPE, and PP. The incentive behind plastic 

waste utilization, as opposed to disposal, stems from the scarcity of space and cost for landfilling 

(Siddique, 2007). 

The first step in the process is collecting the waste plastic and depositing it into the 

collection tank (TK-101). Next, the plastic is taken through a separator (S-101) and sorter 

(S-102). Here is where the three plastics listed earlier will be distinguished from one another then 

put onto a conveyor belt to be taken to their respective pretreatment tanks (TK-102,TK-103, and 

TK-104). While inside the pretreatment tanks, each individual plastic type will be washed with 
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water then sent to their respected crusher. Before the plastic goes to the crusher, it is dried with 

an air flow as well as checked and cleaned of any remaining dust particles to prevent interference 

in its ability to mix and combine later in the process. Once the plastics reach the crushers 

(CR-101, CR-102, CR-103), they will be crushed and shredded into the form necessary for 

proper mixing. After, the plastics are transported to their holding tanks (TK-105, TK-106, 

TK1-7) by conveyor belts. The plastics will stay here until the mold is ready for use and a mass 

ratio of 1:2:1 of PETE, HDPE, and PP is reached. The plastics then drop down chutes to the 

mixing tank (TK-108). Inside of this tank, the plastics will be mixed and placed into a mold. In 

the final step, once the plastics are secure in the bottom of the mold, it is taken to the heating 

vessel with a fume hood (HE-101) and operation begins inside. Here, it will be compressed 

(CM-101) with the top portion of the mold (MO-102) and altered by temperature and pressure 

until a solid material is constructed. After retention time has been reached, the top portion of the 

mold will depressurize and a suction tool (E-101) will take the plastics to storage until needed. 

 

3.1.1 PFD 

  

Figure 1. Overall Process Flow Diagram  
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Figure 2. The molding process in the heating vessel 
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3.1.2 Stream and Utility Tables 

Table 3. Stream Table Referring to Streams from Figure A1 
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Table 4. Utility Table 

 

 

3.1.3 Equipment Tables 

Table 5. Equipment names and corresponding numbers 

Equipment Name Equipment Number 

   Plastic Drop Tank TK-101 

   Plastics Separator S-101 

   Plastics Sorter S-102 

   PETE Conveyor CV-101 

   HDPE Conveyor CV-102 

   PP Conveyor CV-103 

   PETE Pretreatment Tank TK-102 

   HDPE Pretreatment Tank TK-103 

   PP Pretreatment Tank TK-104 

   PETE Dryer DR-101 

   HDPE Dryer DR-102 

   PP Dryer DR-103 

   PETE Crusher CR-101 

   HDPE Crusher CR-102 

   PP Crusher CR-103 

   PETE Holding Tank Feed Conveyor CV-104 

   HDPE Holding Tank Feed Conveyor CV-105 
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   PP Holding Tank Feed Conveyor CV-106 

   PETE Holding Tank TK-105 

   HDPE Holding Tank TK-106 

   PP Holding Tank TK-107 

   PETE Discharge Chute CH-101 

   HDPE Discharge Chute CH-102 

   PP Discharge Chute CH-103 

   Plastics Mixing Tank TK-108 

   Plastic Brick Bottom Mold MO-101 

   Plastic Brick Top Mold MO-102 

   Plastics Heating Vessel HE-101 

   Plastics Heating Vessel Compressor CM-101 

   Plastic Brick Suction Tool E-101 
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3.1.4 Brick Schematics 

 

Figure 3. Top view of a single brick 

Figure 4. Bottom view of a single brick 
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Figure 5. Example of how three bricks could stack together to form a wall 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of how three bricks could stack together to form a corner 

 

The dimensions of one brick are 6 inches wide and 12 inches long. Without the 

protrusions, the height of the brick is 3.75 inches. The protrusions can be seen in Figure 3. The 

protrusions are 3.85 inches in width and length with a height of 1.07 inches. The indentations can 
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be seen in Figure 4. Similar to that of the protrusions, the negative space of the indentations are 

3.85 inches in width and length with a height of 1.07 inches. This design and dimensions allow 

for seamless interlocking between the bricks in the formation of a wall (Figure 5) or a corner 

(Figure 6). 

 

3.2 Rationale for Process Choice 

In terms of overall criteria, the process is designed with the end product in mind at all 

times. The team greatly prioritizes a product with low cost, that complies with regulations, is 

simple for customers to use, and is weather resistant. A secondary emphasis is placed on a 

product with a high percent of plastic, strength, and flexibility. It is also preferred that the 

product be operating at a temperature and pressure that uses relatively low energy. 

The process washes the plastic in its original form prior to being crushed and shredded. 

This minimizes the amount of microplastics that may leach into the wastewater. The process then 

shreds the plastics to break down the plastics into smaller pieces; this is to allow for easier fusion 

of the plastics into a brick. Although the plastic is being shredded, it is not broken down into 

pellet sized pieces. While smaller bits of plastics would be easier to fuse, to break the plastics 

down to such a small and uniform size would require a more complicated process or the use of 

more expensive equipment. 

The mix of PETE to HDPE to PP in the process is 1:2:1 by mass. The exact calculation 

for this process can be found in Figure A3. This mix of plastics was selected for multiple 

reasons. HDPE fused at the lowest temperature from our experiments. Therefore, the team 

wanted to increase the amount of HDPE in the brick. In order for the brick to be feasible, the 

density of the brick should be greater than that of water. Of the three plastics, PETE is the only 

one with a density greater than 1000 kg/m3. Although PETE has a high fusing temperature, it is 

important to still include PETE in the mixture to increase the density. Assuming that the plastics 

form an ideal mixture when fused, the final density of a brick is 1041 kg/m3. Due to the 

availability of plastics, PP is used as a filler material to offset the amount of PETE and HDPE 

that is required. Although type 7 plastic melted the fastest, this plastic is labelled as “other” and 

one form of type 7 plastic is BPA, which is an environmental and health hazard. 
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The heat and pressure was selected for the process based off of the experimentation that 

was completed prior to the process design. It is important to note that the temperature is not 

intended to completely melt the plastics, but just to heat it up to a temperature where it will fuse. 

The applied pressure will significantly reduce and ideally, eliminate the pore space, allowing the 

bricks to reach the final density stated above. 

The molding cycle in the process allows for multiple bricks to be created and molds them 

into the brick with interlocking features. When scaling the bricks, multiple factors were 

considered. Larger bricks allow for ease of use for the consumer because less bricks are 

necessary to construct a structure. However, if the bricks become too large, the bricks will 

become too heavy increasing the difficulty of use. As shown in Figure A3, the final mass of a 

finished brick is 4.605 kg, or 10.15 lbs. 

 

SECTION 4: Equipment Description, Rationale, and Optimization 

4.1 Description of Equipment 

Plastic Separator (S-101) 

This machine is the first step in the process and is the spearhead for the conversion of 

waste plastic to a durable material. The separators’ job is to not only separate the three different 

types of plastic (PETE, HDPE, and PP) but also cut and shape them into manageable pieces for 

the equipment used in the downstream process. 

Plastic Sorter (S-102) 

This machine is used in the process to sort the three different types of plastic after they 

have been dropped off and separated. This machine is essential to the process as after sorting has 

occurred the plastics continue on individual linear “lines” until they rejoin later in the process in 

a specific mass ratio to be made into a brick. 

Pretreatment Tanks (TK-102, TK-103, TK-104) 

In this section of the process, the plastics that were separated and sorted into their own 

lines are placed inside tanks and agitated with water until cleaned. 
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Dryers (DR-101, DR-102, DR-103) 

This portion of the process is responsible for drying (getting rid of as much water as 

possible) the plastics after they are released from the pretreatment tanks. Also included with the 

dryers’ step is a dust collector mechanism as it is essential to make sure the plastics are 

completely cleaned of any particles as this might interfere with their ability to mix and combine 

downstream in the process. 

Crushers (CR-101, CR-102, CR-103) 

This is the section post pretreatment and dryers’ where the plastics are crushed and 

shredded into flakes, strips, or some combination of the two. It is the purpose of this step to 

break down the plastics into smaller pieces for easier mixing. 

Holding Tanks (TK-105, TK-106, TK-107) 

These are tanks where the different plastic types are held before mixing. Once a mass 

ratio of 1:2:1 of PETE, HDPE, and PP is reached, the plastic will fall down a chute to be mixed. 

These holding tanks help offset any non-ideal loading of waste plastics into the process. 

Plastic Mixing Tank (TK-108) 

In this tank, the three different types of plastic are combined in a specified mass ratio and 

placed into a brick mold to be delivered to a pressurized heater. 

Conveyor Belts (CV-101 to CV-106) 

Conveyor belts are used throughout our process for transporting plastics from pieces of 

equipment to tanks. 

Plastic Heating Vessel (HE-101) 

This is the final step of the process; here the top and bottom pieces of the mold are 

compressed together and altered by temperature and pressure until a solid material is made. Only 

after retention time has been reached will the system depressurize and begin to cool down. 

Plastic Suction Tool (E-101) 

After the system has reached equilibrium with atmospheric conditions, a tool will grab 

the plastic from the mold to store in the warehouse/facility.  
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4.2 Equipment Rationale 

            The decision for each piece of equipment was based on sizing calculations performed in 

Figure A7. Unless otherwise specified, the equipment specifications and costing equations were 

taken from Table 16.32 in Seider et al. 

As the site for all incoming waste plastic, the Plastic Drop Tank (TK-101) was sized to 

hold the volume of plastic that can be processed in one day, around 25.5 m3 (Figure A4). A 

covered tank was chosen over an open tank to keep the plastic contained and to prevent any 

further contamination. A hammer mill was chosen to model the Plastics Separator, where the 

plastics are crushed into smaller pieces to prepare to be sorted. This equipment was sized based 

on a mass feed rate of 13,261 kg/day (Figure A4). Sorting the bulk plastic supply into streams of 

PETE, HDPE, and PP is an integral step in the preparation process and must be executed with a 

high degree of accuracy. It was determined that an optical sorting device with a high-resolution 

color sensor would be the most appropriate due to its efficiency and reliability (Hefei Obote 

Automation Equipment). While this is one of the more costly pieces of equipment in the process, 

it is needed to optimize the use of raw materials and improve quality assurance. 

            Belt conveyors are used as the primary means of solids’ transportation because of their 

ability to control the speed of the moving product. The set of three conveyors after plastics 

sorting (CV-101, CV-102, CV-103) have a larger projected width than the next set of conveyors 

(CV-104, CV-105, CV-106) based on the assumption that the plastics will take up less volume 

after crushing. The PETE, HDPE, and PP Pretreatment Tanks and Holding Tanks are sized to 

hold the volume of their respective plastic that can be processed in one day, around 8.5 m3 each 

(Figure A4). The dryers are also sized according to volumetric throughput, which indicates the 

need for a tray area of at least 15 ft2 for proper drying. These specifications indicated that batch 

dryers would be the most applicable. 

            The individual plastic types each undergo another round of crushing through hammer 

mills before being melted, this time sized for a mass feed rate of 4420 kg/day (Figure A4). When 

leaving the Holding Tanks, plastics are directed to the Plastics Mixing Tank (TK-108) with 

chutes. Since the flow of this solids’ stream is moving by gravity, no conveyors are necessary. 

The chutes were designed based on solids handling bins and have a capacity of 10 ft3, enough to 
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accommodate the volume of plastic used in making one set of bricks. The Plastics Mixing Tank 

also has a capacity based on the volume required for making six bricks. Since the plastics are in 

small pieces and can be easily mixed, a low-power 1 hp propeller was deemed appropriate for 

the agitator in the tank. 

            To increase plastic brick production without adding an extra heating vessel, the Bottom 

and Top Brick Molds were designed to make six bricks per batch instead of just one. In order to 

ensure all six bricks can be molded in the allotted two minutes, enough heat has to be supplied to 

the Plastics Heating Vessel (HE-101). The required heat to be transferred to the plastic is around 

72,000 BTU/hr (Figure A5), which is achieved through modeling the heating vessel as a fired 

heater that has an applied heat of 500,000 BTU/hr. It was determined that the most efficient way 

to mold the plastic is by applying pressure mechanically, rather than adjusting the air pressure. A 

compression tool similar to that used during compression molding processes was chosen 

(Dongguan Cents Industrial, Co.). In the final stage of the process, the suction tool used to 

remove the plastic from the mold is designed based on the total mass of the set of six bricks. This 

method was chosen over a design that rotates the mold or uses pressure to eject the plastic due to 

the lightweight nature of the bricks and their ability to be easily transported. A 

manufacturing-grade suction tool was used as the model for this machine (Qingdao Sinofirst 

Machinery Co). Each piece of equipment selected for this process was chosen with the goal of 

minimizing cost while maintaining output and product function. 

 

SECTION 5: Safety and Environmental Factors 

5.1 Process Safety Concerns  

The largest safety concern in the process is the inhalation of vapors that may arise from 

the fusing of the plastics. In addition, the inhalation of dust can also occur in the event that the 

dust collector malfunctions and dust is introduced into the workplace. Loose clothing may get 

stuck in the belts present in the plant as well. Plant operators should take extra precaution and 

adhere to the required personal protective equipment stated in Section 5.2. The process operates 

at a low enough temperature such that molten plastic is not a safety concern. However, operators 

should be cautious when operating around the heater and compressor as the temperatures can still 
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cause burns. Proper first aid kits with burn gel should be readily accessible to treat burns and 

minor injuries. 

 

5.2 Special Personal Protective Equipment 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) must be worn by all operators while in the open 

area of our facility. The equipment required is respirators, safety goggles, non-loose fitting attire 

and closed toed shoes. Contact lenses should not be worn when working with the plastics 

(Polyethylene-Terephthalate). Respirators should be properly fitted to OSHA standards. Filter 

cartridges should be sufficient in filtering out organic vapors. This list of PPE is mandatory due 

to hazardous organic vapors, possibility of dust and plastic micro-particles being present in the 

air, heavy, hot, or sharp plastic being dropped, and the possibility of an operator being caught in 

a conveyor belt and falling into one of our many tanks.  

 

5.3 Physical Safety Risks 

 A HazOps analysis was performed for all major equipment, material, and consumer use. 

A variety of process deviations were considered in each case. A summary of the HazOps for 

major equipment and material is included in this section. All possible courses of action to 

address physical risks can be found in Appendix E. As a general rule, proper lock out, tag out 

procedures should be used in the plant for maintenance. 

Material 

As shown in Figure E1 and E2, temperature, pressure, moisture, and UV light are the 

process parameters studied for the raw material coming into our facility and going through our 

process. The parameters temperature, pressure, and moisture were all analyzed for the possibility 

of being too high and too low. 

Each parameter was studied separately. Causes for these deviations include machine(s) 

malfunctions, equipment being calibrated incorrectly, plastics oversaturating the process, and 

dryer settings being kept too high. The safety risks associated with these causes are plastics being 

vaporized thus toxic fumes being emitted and plastics degrading leading to unexpected behavior 

during molding. 
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Separator/Sorter 

For the Separator and Sorter the process parameters studied were flow, transfer, and 

composition as shown in Figure E5. The parameters were all analyzed for the possibility of 

running incorrectly or not at all, as well as addressing the issue of incorrect mass ratios. 

Each parameter was studied separately. Causes for these deviations include no power or 

no plastic input thus no material sent to the machine(s), belt malfunctions, or the material type 

not being where it is supposed to be—in its own linear line of the process. The safety risks 

associated with these causes are plastics not being transferred downstream correctly and 

contaminants present in the plastic and final product.  

Pretreatment Tanks 

The process has three pretreatment tanks, studies were done on flow and special as set 

process parameters and shown in Figure E6. The parameters were all analyzed for the possibility 

of running incorrectly or not at all, as well as an unexpected mass being dumped into the tank. 

Each parameter was studied separately. Causes for these deviations include no power, no 

water, malfunction with receiving and disposal of water, and if an object other than plastic 

somehow finds its way into the tank. The safety risks associated with these tanks are unclean 

plastics which could lead to unknown fluids being present on our bricks and in the air during 

downstream processing.  

Dryers and Dust Collector 

The process parameters studied for the Dryer and Dust Collector were flow and 

procedure as Figure E7 displays. The parameters chosen were analyzed for the possibility of not 

running due to the lack of power, air, or clogged vents and filters. The possible safety risks 

associated with these two pieces of equipment are dust particles being present in the air and 

plastic remaining damp, consisting of dirt, or a mixture of both which would hinder their ability 

to adhere to one another during the molding process.  

Crushers 

The process parameters analyzed for Crushers were flow, operation, level, and special as 

shown in Figure E8. The parameters were studied for the possibility of having no power, a 

malfunction occurring, incorrect ratio of plastics present, and if something other than plastic is 
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dumped into the crusher. The possible safety risks associated with the crusher consist of shorter 

life span of equipment from grinding metal against metal and an operation getting hurt if the 

machine's software set point and measurement point reads incorrectly while they are working 

on/in the crusher. Due to the amount of sharp moving parts, proper lock out, tag out procedures 

should be employed when performing maintenance on crushers. 

Plastic Mixing Tank 

For the plastic mixing tank, the process parameters of flow, procedure, and level were 

studied as shown in Figure E9. The deviations studied were no, none, and other than. Possible 

causes for these deviations are no power, malfunction occurring, and incorrect ratio of plastic 

laid in mold. The safety risks associated with the plastic mixing tank are bricks not yielding valid 

results and an operator possibly being hurt if the software fails and mixing begins while they are 

working inside of the tank. 

Heating/Pressurized Vessel 

The process parameters studied in the final piece of equipment in our process was 

temperature, pressure, and time as shown in Figures E10 and E11. The guide words selected 

were no, less, and more. These parameters were studied for having a lack of heat removal, 

system malfunction, and operator error. Safety risks associated with the final piece of equipment 

are bricks not forming to be solid, an increased amount of hazardous vapor gas, and an operator 

getting hurt due to high pressure causing a rupture in the equipment.  

 

5.4 Chemical Safety Risks 

In general, the burning and melting of plastics releases fumes that contain dangerous 

compounds. A review states that the heating of PETE releases acetaldehyde, antimony, and 

phthalates while HDPE and PP are relatively safe (Alabi et al). Antimony is a possible 

carcinogen. OSHA regulation 1926.55 dictates that the exposure of employees to gases, vapors, 

fumes, dusts, and mists should be avoided. Further analysis should be conducted to analyze the 

exact amount that is released when the plastics are heated. Regardless, proper ventilation should 

be employed in the plant to ensure that operators are not exposed to too large of a quantity of 
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fumes. Stronger ventilation should be concentrated around the heater/compressor unit to further 

reduce exposure to these fumes. 

Analyzing the MSDS for PETE, HDPE, and PP, there are no direct health concerns. 

However, the dust that arises from PETE, HDPE, and PP can be explosive if exposed to the 

atmosphere (High Density Polyethylene, Polypropylene, Polyethylene-Terephthalate). Proper 

containment and control of dust must be maintained in order to prevent inhalation and dust 

explosions. This can be done by containing the dust in a closed vessel and cleaning areas and 

surfaces regularly to prevent dust buildup. Any personnel performing maintenance on the dust 

collector should make sure they are wearing proper PPE. All MSDS states that general 

ventilation is sufficient for long term storage of the plastics. 

 

5.5 Potential Environmental Hazards 

The release of potentially dangerous fumes is the biggest concern of this process, 

especially as the exact amount of each compound released in the fumes is currently not known. 

This can cause potential health issues in the surrounding community. In addition, dust escaping 

into the atmosphere can cause respiratory issues, and if concentrated enough, can cause dust 

explosions, which would have a large environmental and social impact. The liquid effluent water 

is wastewater and should be disposed of properly to prevent effluent wastewater discharge. 

Another source of environmental hazards is the leaching of microplastics in the wastewater 

effluent during the cleaning process. However, the process minimizes this by washing the plastic 

in its original form before crushing and shredding the plastic into smaller pieces. 

The main utilities in this process are power and water. The water used in the calculation 

of cost for this process is potable water for the purpose of being conservative in costing. 

However, reclaimed water can be an appropriate alternative as the water does not come into 

direct contact with the consumer. The power used in the process is not generated onsite and is 

subject to the energy source generated by the local utility company. This can greatly increase the 

carbon footprint of the process if the energy comes from a fossil fuel source. There is potential to 

offset the carbon production through power purchase agreements or investing in renewable 

energy. 
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Chemical spills are kept to a minimum as most of our handling involves solids and water. 

In terms of environmental regulations, the bricks in this process are subject to that of the EPA 

Construction Sector NAICS 23 which addresses “establishments primarily engaged in the 

construction of buildings or engineering projects” (United States Environmental Protection 

Agency). With most forms of manufacturing, there is a negative impact to the environment. 

While the plant does recycle waste plastic and diverts it away from the landfill, there is a 

negative impact in that the plant can release microplastics and fumes. In addition, there is a 

wastewater discharge that increases the demand for wastewater treatment and the carbon 

footprint from the use of water and energy in the process. Although some issues have sustainable 

alternatives, a full life cycle and carbon analysis should be performed to understand what the 

largest sources of environmental impact are. This way, the issues can be addressed and 

minimized. 

 

SECTION 6: Economic Analysis 

6.1 Capital and Annual Costs 

Capital Costs 

Figure A7 presents the cost of each piece of equipment used in the process, as well as the 

parameters and assumptions relevant to the calculations. The total cost for all equipment and 

process machinery, or total bare-module cost (CTBM) was found to be around $363,000. Table 6 

indicates how the total capital investment (CTCI) was obtained from the CTBM. The cost of site 

preparation (Csite) and service facilities (Cserv) were each calculated to be 20% of the CTBM (Seider 

et al). There were no assumed allocated costs (Calloc) for utility plants because no supporting 

utilities were needed. From the sum of  CTBM, Csite, and Cserv, the total direct permanent 

investment (CDPI) was found to be $507,000. The total depreciable capital was then 118% of the 

CDPI, equaling around $600,000. The cost of contingencies was assumed to be 18% of the CDPI , 

the cost of land and royalties were each 2% of the CTDC, and to start up the plant was 1% of CTDC 

(Seider et al). These startup costs added to the CTDC  gave the total permanent investment, CTPI. 

Finally, the CTCI was taken as 120% of the CTPI, giving a final estimated capital cost of nearly 

$1,400,000. 
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Annual Costs 

            Table 7 provides details for annual costs that estimate the total production cost for the 

process. Unless otherwise specified, all calculations were performed utilizing the assumptions 

stated in Table 17.1 in Seider et al.  

Since recycled plastic is obtained for free, there is no predicted cost for raw materials. 

From Table 17.1, it is assumed that the cost of process water is $8 per 1,000 gallons and the cost 

of electricity is $0.07 per kWh. From Figure A6, the total water usage is 4.67 gpm, which gives 

an estimated cost of nearly $2,000/year. Similarly, from Figure A5, the predicted electricity 

usage is 0.02 MW, which equals around $13,000/year. The labor costs are estimated according to 

the number of workers needed per process section; for a solids-processing batch operation, there 

should be four workers per section. The feedstock, utilities, labor, maintenance, operating 

overhead, property taxes, and depreciation costs were added together to get the annual cost of 

manufacture (COM), which is around $2,660,000/year. 

The general expenses were calculated based on the annual product sales, which are 

outlined in Table 8. The sales from each brick were estimated based on material composition. 

The values of PETE, HDPE, and PP were assumed to be $0.09/lb, $0.55/lb, and $0.06/lb, 

respectively (Boulanger-Bosley). Additionally, each brick is made up of a 1:2:1 ratio of PETE, 

HDPE, and PP, with each brick weighing a total of 4.605 kg. This equals sales at $3.17/brick for 

a total for annual sales of around $3,330,000/year. After the assumptions in Table 17.1 of Seider 

et al are applied, the total general expenses are around $318,000/year, which is added to the 

COM to get a total annual production cost of nearly $3,000,000/year. 
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6.2 CTCI, Annual Costs, and NPV Calculations 

Table 6. Calculations for total capital investment CTCI 

 

 

Table 7. Annual operating cost calculations 
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Table 8. Annual process sales calculations 

 

 

Table 9. Cash flow calculations 

 

 

6.3 Economic Hazards 

One of the fundamental concepts of this process is that it is operable without being 

heavily reliant on utilities and the purchase of raw materials. This suggests that if the price of 

water and electricity were to increase, the cost to run the process would likely not change 

drastically and the profitability of the process would remain unaffected. However, it also 

indicates that the profitability is also dependent on the assumption that raw materials can be 

obtained at no cost. Since one of the biggest savings in annual costs is the collection of free raw 

materials, any obstacle in obtaining waste plastic will be a great financial burden to the process. 

To keep enough supply to produce the expected throughput of 2880 bricks/day, the plastic would 

have to be purchased from recycling companies directly. While buying any of PETE, HDPE, and 

PP individually in pellet form would reduce the energy required to crush and dry it to be molded, 

the high-costing pretreatment equipment could still not be eliminated from the process 

altogether. To prevent purchasing plastic as raw material and making the project infeasible, it 
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would be beneficial to keep additional storage tanks of waste plastic that could be utilized in case 

the feed supply was in danger of running too low. 

Another potential economic hazard is the fluctuation of the selling prices of PETE, 

HDPE, and PP. The proposed selling price of the plastic bricks was determined based on the 

brick composition and the market prices of each of the three materials. Based on this assumption, 

if the value of any of these plastics (especially HDPE) were to decrease due to a change in 

petroleum prices or the development of a cheaper alternative, it would no longer be reasonable to 

charge the same price for each brick. It would widen the competitive gap between plastic bricks 

and traditional clay bricks and likely lead to a sharp decline in sales altogether. Even minimal 

fluctuations in the selling price will make a significant difference in annual profits, which will 

threaten the economic feasibility of the process. To mitigate this hazard, it’s necessary to closely 

analyze the demand for plastic bricks compared to traditional bricks and adjust the price or 

marketing of the product accordingly. 

 

6.4 Process Optimization 

To cut down process costs, efforts could be made to reuse utilities, like using reclaimed 

water for pretreatment and washing. However, the process is not heavily dependent on the use of 

process water, the cutting down on costs would likely be better achieved by adjusting the process 

design and the equipment that is used. A possible change to the process would be to keep the 

PETE, HDPE, and PP together in the same stream throughout the majority of the process, and 

only separating them once the molding step occurs. While the equipment used in the process 

would have to be sized for a larger feed stream, it would reduce the total equipment required by 

nearly two-thirds. Most notably, it would cut down the need for three dryers and conveyor belts, 

two of the most expensive pieces of equipment being utilized. Additionally, the compression tool 

used to apply pressure during molding could be substituted with a vessel that could increase the 

atmospheric pressure, which could potentially be more cost effective than purchasing the 

machine. It would be beneficial to explore these design alternatives to ensure the economic 

feasibility of the project when it is presented with the challenges of market fluctuations and 

supply shortages. 
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SECTION 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
The following conclusions were drawn from this project: 

1. The plastic desired for the process are PETE, HDPE, and PP in a mass ratio of 1:2:1 

based on experimentation and prototyping 

2. A plastic brick with the dimensions shown in section 3.1.4 can meet the criteria of the 

process and achieves a consumer friendly product 

3. The process is economically feasible if operating under the conditions stated in the report 

4. A semi-batch process is the best operation option for this process  

The following future plans are recommended: 

1. Further prototyping with an accurate mold should be conducted to verify the feasibility of 

the run temperature and pressure 

2. A thorough analysis of the compounds present in vapor fumes released in the heating 

process should be performed 

3. Strength testing should be conducted in order to ensure structural integrity of bricks 

4. Life cycle and duration analysis to analyze reusability of brick should be performed 

5. Keeping additional storage of plastic as a back-up supply to minimize cost  
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Appendices 
Appendix A: All Final Calculations 

 

Figure A1. Assumptions made to calculate flows 

 

 

Figure A2. Formulas used in Figure A1 
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Figure A3. Brick Calculations 

 

 

 

Figure A4. Total Throughput Calculations 

 

 

Figure A5. Utility Calculations - Electricity 
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Figure A6. Utility Calculations - Process Water 
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Figure A7. Equipment Costing 
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Figure A8. Formulas used for capital costing in Table 6 

 

 

Figure A9. Formulas used for annual costing in Table 7 

 

 

Figure A10. Formulas used for annual sales in Table 8 
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Figure A11. Formulas used in NPV calculations in Table 9  
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Appendix B: Overall Mass Balance 

 

Figure B1. Overall Mass Balance 
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Appendix C: Meeting Minutes Log 

 

Figure C1. Week 1.1 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C2. Week 1.2 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C3. Week 2 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C4. Week 3 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C5. Week 4 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C6. Week 5 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C7. Week 6 Meeting Minutes 
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Figure C8. Week 7 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C9. Week 8 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C10. Week 9 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C11. Week 10 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C12. Week 11 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C13. Week 12 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C14. Week 13 Meeting Minutes  
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Figure C15. Week 14 Meeting Minutes  
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Appendix D: Prototyping Pictures 

 

Figure D1. First experimental set up with a clothing iron, baking sheet, and towel 

 

 

Figure D2. Second experimental setup with plastic wrapped in aluminum foil and clothing iron 
as heat source 
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Figure D3. Example of a heavy rock applied during cooling 
 

 

Figure D4. Third experimental setup with pressure cooker as heat and pressure source 
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Figure D5. Fourth experimental setup with bread pans as a preliminary mold, toaster oven as a 
heat source, and preheated rocks in a stacked bread pan as a form of pressure 

 

 

Figure D6. Plastic types 1, 2, 5 and 7 post initial testing with clothing iron, baking sheet and 

towel 
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Figure D7. PETE post heating with clothing iron and wrapped in a towel 

 

 

Figure D8. PETE post heating with clothing iron and wrapped in a towel 

 

 

Figure D9. PETE post heating with clothing iron and wrapped in a towel 
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Figure D10. PETE post heating with clothing iron and wrapped in a towel 

 

 

Figure D11. Cup made of PP heated using clothing iron and wrapped in aluminum foil 
 

 

Figure D12. Testing of HDPE with clothing iron and wrapped in aluminum foil 
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Figure D13. Testing of adjacent HDPE with slits, wrapped in aluminum using clothing iron  

 

 

Figure D14. Testing of stacked HDPE with slits, wrapped in aluminum foil using clothing iron  
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Figure D15. Testing of HDPE with slits, wrapped in aluminum foil, stacked higher than previous 

tests using clothing iron  

 

 

Figure D16. Testing of PETE and clothing iron for heating with slits in half of the pieces and 

stacked, wrapped in aluminum foil 
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Figure D17. HDPE strips with slits after testing in pressure cooker 

 

 

Figure D18. Testing of HDPE in toaster oven with slits and 32 layers wrapped in aluminum foil 
 

 

Figure D19. Testing of PETE and HDPE in toaster oven wrapped in aluminum foil 
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Figure D20. First attempt at forming brick using all three types of plastics with bread pans as a 

mold and the toaster oven as a heat source 

 

 

Figure D21. Test conducted in toaster oven with bread pan using HDPE cut into plastic chips 
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Figure D22. Second attempt at forming a brick using all three types of plastics with bread pans as 

a mold and the toaster oven as a heat source with a greater quantity of HDPE present  
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Appendix E: HazOps Analysis 

 

Figure E1. HazOps Analysis on Raw Material  
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Figure E2. HazOps Analysis on Raw Material  
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Figure E3. HazOps Analysis on Consumer Use 
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Figure E4. HazOps Analysis on Consumer Use 
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Figure E5. HazOps Analysis on Separator/Sorter 
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Figure E6. HazOps Analysis on Pretreatment Tanks  
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Figure E7. HazOps Analysis on Dryers & Dust Collector 
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Figure E8. HazOps Analysis on Crushers 
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Figure E9. HazOps Analysis on Plastic Mixing Tank 
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Figure E10. HazOps Analysis on Heating/Pressurized Vessel 

 

Figure E11. HazOps Analysis on Heating/Pressurized Vessel 
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